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"Our remedies oft in ourselveddo lie 
^ich we nfioribe to Heaven." Shakespeare.
The aim of thc^ thesis is to indicate the 
community of Interest and method helonginjr to 
several of the psycho-therapeutic agencies of
kJU
OUT time; seconcHy, to chow the scientific basis
of some of their so-OElled practical methods;
and thirdly# to point out the relation of the
Christian faith to the same.
It does^ presume to be a contribution to the
field of pS7cholopry. To the extent that it
bases Its findings on any scienoe. it bases them CIHCUM-
SCKIPTIOU
in the field of psychology ae the solenoe of the OF THE
TOPIC
mind and Its utility, If it has any,
will be rather in the field of pastoral 
sooiology, for out of experience in theS flE^^ 
was the interest in such a toplo bom.
It aims to serve a practical interest rather 
than a techAloal one. It Is strange that a 
situation should have arisen, whereby the Christian
faith as eapoused hy our so<Jballed Orthodox Churches 
should be In need of apologists for the therapeutic 
values which it has and has always had. Yet such 
la the situation. There are two healing cults which, 
because of thCbr phenomenal growth in recent years 
have been bearing the brunt of what mayjbe called 
the appraisal or criticism of "Orthodox" Chtlstlan 
apologists. :7itne83 the criticism of Dr, H. C.
Sheldon on "Kew Thought" and "Christian Science 
So-Called" In his respective worlts by those titles.
"The good which New Thought inculcates can be 
found in our com on Christianity. There is no
THOUGHT"
serious occasion, therefore, to turn Its literature
p.186
for any bubstantial furnishing."
"But who needs to go to Christian Bciencc for a
salutary quietism of this sort? It Is a common place "CHH. oCI*
SO-CALIHD"
Of ordinary Christianity, a remedy for overanxiety
p. 99
T^ieh the gospel has ever been offering to the 
burdened and troubled."
likewise, Dr Chas Brown makes a short 
apology.
"The various mistaken efforts in this direction
at this time stand as a protest against and a
3.
rebuke to the Inattention of the Christian Church to 
this form of help. It is for the ohuroh to sift out 
the wheat from the chaff in the present popular 
interest in these various movements and to conserve 
for the relief of its suffering people all the ele­
ments of good."
That there Is an interest In these movements, 
no observing person can deny. As the author of 
"?aith & Health” indicates, not only are actual 
a'herents to these cults increasing, but a wider 
interest tha* that of affiliated relationship is 
present. It is seen in the body of literature 
growing each year.
"Of the making of health books there is no 
end. ?e fln'^ a steady stveam of volumes written, 
some in support of and some in opposition to, 
"Christian Science", "The New Thought", "The 
rSBnanuel Movement”, " The Power of oug'estion", and 
all the other foarms In v/hloh a widespread popular 
interest is manifesting itself".
So also Dr. Newman Snyth writes, "In almost any 
oomnmnity there may be fotmd considerable nuinbers of 
people who are not in the habit of mind, irreligious 







no Church, confess no creed, ana rarely attend public 
worship, There Is a kind of rellyious literature
not generally ]?nown among our church membership, "Paaelng
., Protestantism,
seldom recognized by theolorlans, but to be found in and
. Coming
the book-stores, and having large sales among such Catholicism"
persona outside our communions,— a lltereture that is
somewhat mystical, ouletistlo and splrltlal, but
neither ohurchly nor distinctively dhriatian. The
Spread of this kind of literature outside the
domain of the ohurch is a noteworthy phenomenon^"
It is reported from an unauthenticated aourOe
that up to last year, 1919, ten thousand members of
the Methodist Episcopal Church in California had
gone into the fold of Christian Science. The point
of authentication is not Important. If it should
prove to have been only one hundred that oonstltuted
the exodus, it would be correct to say that there
were a hundred more than needed to have gone. The
question we are asking, therefore, is, ";7hy did
they, and thousands of others, leave the already
organized institutions of Christianity to enter
new institution^that in the bulk of its teaching
exposes its adherents, not only to questionable
therspeutlo methods, but to charges of mental
shallowness, and carelessness In moral distinction,
%
Snoh a critic aa l^r. H* C« Shel^lon clearly 
points out the immorality of Urs. Eddy*8 extraord­
inary pretensions with respect to her unique divine 
commission. The arhltrarineas of her teaching, the 
self-contradictions, and the futility of her meta­
physical wanderings, the intemperateness of her scheme 
of allegorizing the scriptures etc. are each demon­
strated. i!7e are fortunate In having such 'an apprais­
al, but we feel that such a polemic Is largoly^beside 
the mark, with reference to the needs of those who 
seek therapeutic values. The thousands who have 
been drawn into its fold with all its dangerous 
mental pitfalls and pitiful vagaries, have not been 
led into it by the morality or immorality of Its 
founder, nor in the quest for a philosophical nor 
metaphysical s/stem to satisfy their mental needs, 
nor ehen for a more complete understanding of the 
scriptures, but rather, for that very object, we 
bel^fve, ti;at the authoaritof "Christian Science So- 
Called" estimates as "a healing art", the claims of 
whioh(however)aught to be cut down to a modest 
reslduxun."
The rise of this galaxy of cults, therefore.
6.
whether the olalms of their healing efficiency may 
be cut down to a "modeet resl3niiia" or not, may have the g 
the good effect, if their development be analyeed 
and duly noted, of stimulating "orthodoxy” toward 
the uslnr of Its latent powers.
The world calls for those powers and has ever 
been calling for them. It is strange that pseudo- 
religioue and pseudo-soientiflc cults should be 
allowed to have the pre-eminence in the use of hese 
powers for any considerable period of time. To take 
refuge in the field of polemlos with respect to them 
is a resort to a method oft adopted in the religious 
field, and as often proved futile. To go to the other 
extreme and to Ignore thtir presence as if they were 
not in existence is only to become on unwitting 
subscriber to that pseudo*philosophy which mantains 
that" what is, is not”.
"Because Christianity has not tilled all Its 
own soil, there have come many cults. These are 
not creedal, not doctrinal, not biblical In many 
respect, but they are practical, helpful, and are 
often remedial. They are trying to put man in 
posseaslon of himself bodily, mentally, and morally 





reality* These sects are here beoaiiae the church 
has been more Intent upon bolsteringr up an ecclesl- 
astio,al Institution than In redeeming- men from the 
worry and Ills of life* The time Is now ripe and 
insistent for the church of a whole gospel* This 
alone will stem the tide which Is hearing thousands 
of church members away from the church to grip the 
11763 Of many cultured, thoushtful people outside 
of her doors, who are seeking the brighter and more 
joyous side of life. The ehuroh has dealt too much 
in "futures" and not enough with the "immediate now". 
Our PsyoholOEry belieyes In the "refronerated now" 
for man, and "ye must be bom again" will never be 
taken from Its curriculum.”
Hot only has the church dealt largely In 
"futures" throughout Its history, but at times its 
theolory has smacked of the suggestion that disease, 
sickness and invalidism were necessary, or at least 
useful elements in the development of character*
"Within the churches tx a disposition has always 
prevailed to regard sickness as a visitation; some­
thing sent by Cod for our good, either as a chastise­
ment. as warding, or as opportunity for exercising 





"The mind cure with its gospel of healthy mlndedness 
has come as a revelation to many whose heart the 
church 'Christianity had left hardened. It has let 
loose their sprinr-fof hlrher life."
Prof. James also attributes the rise of these 
cults as due to " a reaction against all that relig­
ion of chronic anxiety which marked the earlier 
part of our century in the evangelical circles 
of iingland and America."
On this point al30« the testimony of James 1,'oore 
Hickson Is interesting. Hr. Hickson is a layman of 
the church of iingland, who visited America in 1919 
in the interest of " The revival of the Gift of 
Healing" as described in his pamphlet by that title, 
and whose mission in the cities was marked by a. 
wide popular interest thcuughout the United States.
"The main difficulty I have to encounter in 
my work Is a doubt which confronts most people, 
and one which unless we can get rid of it, makes, 
and must make, in almost Impassable barrier to emy 
real aeoeptanoe of spiritual healing from God.
The main diffloulty is: " Does God intend that some 
shall suffer sickness and disease in order that 
spiritual benefit may result, and that others shall
be relieved or exempt? One of the greatest diffi­
culties I have to face In my work is this deeply rooted 
idea that God is the author an'? sender of disease 
and sickness.”
Character. It is agreed, is the "sunraum bonum" 
of the Christian reliprlon. Ewen for JudAlsm the book 
of Job demonstrates that thesis. But a premium to' 
that extent has been put on the disciplinary values 
of suffering, in these latest iaya, while we are 
still willing to recognize the fact that disease 
end its consequent suffering can be made to serve 
high ends,- in perfecting the faith of the saints, 
yet we are seeking an Insistence that such perfection 
may bo reached as completely and, withal, more 
universally while combattinr the forces of ill health, 
disease, and invalidism. Instead of tolerating them 
in the leastwise as necessary evils. The author 
of "3’aith Si Health” states the sane position auooint-
ly*
”Te shall part company with thaee physical 
bodies of our very soon at best. The great question 
therefore. Is not whether a man has a rood liver 
and a sound stomach, but whether he la sane and true, 
Tidiether he is uprirht, unselfish, serviceable In his
■ \ 10.
personal character. The Church of Jesus Christ ought 
to teach health not as Its chief buBiness, but as a 
leaf on a tree of its main purpose-whioh as already 
indioated, is to produce the good fruit of Christian 
character and service."
The author of "Mental Control of the Body" also 
presents this aspect clearly.
"Bturing the past, with few exceptions, humeuaity 
has accepted disease as an inevitable part of our 
earthly lot. The fatalist and pessimist have thought 
it a part of life from v/hich there was no escape and 
have borne it, sometimes with the grim courage of the 
Spartan, but often, when hope has fled, h/::ve succumbed 
in dull despair to mental and physical banferuptoy and 
decay. To the believer In a Divine Providence.siotaiese 
has been accepted as a mysterious ddspemsation, Intodi- 
ded to dlsoipline and chasten humanity, and so aid In 
the development of character. To. those who have so.
P
, and have always bean able to look behind a
frbwnlng Providence and see a smiling face there is
!/i
/ \
no doubt that sickness has had a blessed ministry.
/
gome of the most perfect moral characters have been 
developed through the ordeal of lengthened illness and
^according to their own testimony, they learned much
' \
I'l '' ~i' ~
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p. 33
of truth and the moaninp* of life which hac! never come 
to them In years of health and strength. Yet when we 
looV on the other side of the question and see un- 
numhered millions who have found in siolmess a leaden 
weight constantly depressing and destroying their 
worthy amhltlons, ma^lnr success in life impossible, 
filling liheir days and nights with torment we do not 
wonder that to theee unfortunates life seems an unequal 
battle and they go down to defeat. It raises the ques-- 
tlon whether the few who conquer do so because of phya- 
Idal suffering or in spite of It. And the query follows 
Would not the acceptance of dlvene truth, and its 
incorporation into their lives, have the same effect, 
and thus many be saved to usefulness In the world?"
Compare also in "Mind, ::ellglon and Health", page 
363. Question IX and the answer to it.
" Hasn't the greatest development of oharaoter 
depended on suffering? Therefore, do you not weaken 
oharaoter by relieving suffering?"
The inoonsequenoe of a human life Is a relic of 
a barbario age. An age which has come to a evaluate a
human personality highly, has also developed a social
/
Conscience which tells us that only a few of the
world's millions come into a state of complete self* 
knowledge and efficiency* A great number are physical 
dead weights and parasites on the social body and a 
great class between these highly efficient and high­
ly inefficient only dimly realize their latent 
powers abused and undeyeloped as they are.
Yet many of our churches seem, even in such a 
situation to take an attitude of general neglect and 
in some oases of almost contemptuous disdain over 
such an interest. Then there 1? a conservatism In 
soientlflc circles. There are those ^ho insist that 
In order to be useful, one must be technical, and 
so we have a diversity of emphases each hoping for 
a special superiority.
J3ut there are things that happen today as they 
have in every day, that philosophers, psychologists, 
physicists, metaphysicista, physicians, neurlolglsts, 
telepathists, mentalists, etc.* ot., cannot wholly 
compass nor explain. The field of description may 
he open to each of them, hut the field of description
iO not necessarily synonomous with the field of ex-
/'
planation. Therfare some things in the realm of mlnit 
in which we all still stand as
13
Dogmatism Is the temptation of us all, but it ill 
becomes any of us to be dor-matlo. v'iTiere experience 
stands abruptly unexplained, and life is more than 
logic, we may proceed with inquiring minds, to 
describe,- perhaps then to explain,,and perhaps not.
We shall not discard the results because they have
A
not been explained, but we shall accept them even if 
they have been only described.
In some scientific and scholarly circles, one '’maiPS 
would almost feel lifee apologizing for the endeavor to lUHi^KITiDCE 
be practical and useful in one’s approach toward one’s 
fellows while in the quest for their uplift. But in 
other circles the attitude Is more human. So Professor 
John I^ewey of Columbia writes,
" Popular fear of anyth In®- sounding like mater­
ialism has put a heavy burden on humanity, A:en are
preface
afraid, without even being aware of their fear, to /
recognize the moat wonderful of all structures of the 
vast universe— the human body. They have, been led 
to think that a serious notice and regard would some­
how Involve disloyalty to man’s higher life,"
As Professor ^ewey speaks from the field of 
psyohology to this community of interest, so Dr.







field, shoeing the reciprocal Interest of these two 
professldns.^
moral and spiritual problems also branch 
out of medical problems. Behind muoh physical suffer-
"30CIAL
ing. Is mental torment, the doubt, fear, worry, or sei-^vICE
^ . 4 . ^ the
remorse that the stress of life has created in most Qp
HEALING" '
of the sick and In many who call themselres well.
Int. P. 8
without reoognl^lng and treating these Ills of the 
mln^ It Is Impossible to control the bodily suffer­
ings for which people consult the doctor. The doctor
must be a psychologist, an educator, a physician to the
EEJBGIPKOCAL
the whole man-^body and soul alike. But can he? *
■ <
Again team-work Is the need. The doctor must work ''-h
with the educator, the psycholoplst and the minister 
as well as with the philanthropist."
THE PI12LD SURVEYKD AHB OLASSIFIiSD.
"Self-reverenoe, self-knowledge, self-control — 
these three alone lead life to sovereign powers"
Tennyson.
Prom the foregoing summary we find ourselves 
introduced to the general Interest to whloh the 
thesis addresses itself. The legltlmaoy of the 
interest has been suggested and a partial reoognltloti 
has heen given to the principal Interested groups.
I7e shall proceed to Indicate in greater detail several 
of the principal therapeutic agencies or groups In 
order to i>ili'hten ourselves on their separate general 
contentions, disooverlng If we can, thetr parallel­
isms of Interest and method, If such exist. It will 
not be possible to draw strict lines of demarcation 
around the groups, since It Is quite apparent from 
a survey of the field that there are shadings and 
mergings of one into another, so that a oomplete 
analysis of the field as a whole would require a more 
summary than is possible in the limits of this paper.
The three general eiqphases, as we choose to 
describe them for the sake of brevity are:
A* The Physiological Emphasis THE
THE EE
B. The Mental " EMPH\SES
C, The spiritual "
By some avowed materiaMsta only the first two 
claseifications will be reoo^lKed. But as there are
suffioiently large and influential groups who are
/
willing to be thus elassified our purpose will be 
furthered by the same, more than it oould be by an 
extended consideration of the arguments against such 
a classification. These three flfclds are noted by 
the’ Eev. Robert MaCi)onald in his book, "Mind.Eeligion, 
and Health."
"This intimated unity between psychology and 
Christianity needs the scientist and seer to show 
his dependent fellows that they are two sides of 
the same psychic reality* James, Hudson, Myer, and p. 8S,23 
a number of less well known inwestigators have done 
tha world inestimable service in disoloslnF the 
suboonsoious and subllmln^^l realms. Wood and Dresser 
through their fresh, strong, insplritional thinking 
are doing valiant pioneering upon both the spiritual 
of the heretofore great divide, and are elucidating 
deep things in their new thinking, clothed in simple
17.
and 'boautiful phraseology. Dubois, Sldls, Prince, 
Schofield and a hundred more along teohnical lino0 
are turning psychologio knowledge unto therapeutic 
account, and arc calling upon the entire medical 
profession to see and he convinced of the power of 
mind to cure raany supposed bodily ills, in every oase
wherein the man is ill. The disciple:: of Christian 
Rolenoe and Faith nure have wallowed In the dark to
find the U.ht. arid found it. and without taowled.e of 
psychology iu the one. or scientific wleldin. of rel­
igious truth in the other have used certain psyohologio 
snd religious principles and .ade glad the heart of manST 
^heao three general emphases are recognised by 
H. -V. Jresser in his chapter on "The law of Eellglous
Healing" in "A Ueasage to the Well."
"It is a matter of intelllglhlllty to distinguish
various types of o^cplanation.—- The lover of science 
rightfully insists that a natural esplenatlon should 
be carried as far as possible. The devotee of religion 
should he willing to withhold his hj^otheses until the 
facts demand them. The doctor of Uedlclne would be 
entirely willing to ad It that in some caaes his 
patients would have regained their health without the
medioal treatment which he aamlnieterrd; but he irnowe 
that there are cases In which his treatment played a 
deelslve part.. Iife:ewise the mental therapeutist 
knows that sup-^eetion or re-education Is often dicis- 
ive. But, Just as the Llaster assured his disciples 
that KHaid auiy there were works of healing that ' 
could only be 7/rought through "fasting and prayer",
30 one knows that in the realm of spiritual healing 
in our time there are works accomplished which could 
not be wrought by any merely mental process known
I
to man,"
"Partisans of the psycholorical explanation will 
insist that their hypotheses is adequate; end indeed 
it is complete from their view-point, inasmuch as 
experience has not compelled th»m to alter their 
opinlojis. But the same is true of a physiological 
explanation. There are good reasons for maintaining 
that all Isease is physical, and that all healing 
is natural. That is the mental factors reputed to 
be decisive are often-tlmea pratuitous amusements 
de igned to engage the attention of the patient while 
nature restores the dlsor^dered functions and tissues, 
undoubtedly many Instances of disease and healing will 
in the future be explained In organic terms, whereas
19
the explanation the moment &s in terms of nervous 
conditions and mental states. But every one who has 
seriously studied the human mind knows that mental 
life is far more than an inefficient accompaniment 
of corporeal life • And some hold that genuine 
orpanio disease Is sometimes cnred by spiritual 
workers when both cedloal art and osyoho-therapy of 
all types prove powerless. That Is, there are oruolal 
experiences in the life of the slok when all the 
mental healers In the world mi-ht employ» their best 





"IJake leas th.y body henoOf and more thy grace."
Shakespeare.
Having thus indicated in general the approaches 
to this common field of interest, let us inquire of 
some representative exponents from each group what 
may be their methods of approach. Upon reviewing 
this interest from the medical or Physiological of
circle, T?e find a p-reat body of coTiServatism, As RZL. KZf
Proffesor James points out.
p. 96
"To the importance of mind-cure the medical 
and clerical professions in the United Stated are 
beginning, though with much recalcitrancy and pro­
testing, to open their eyes. VThile there are greater 
hosts who cannot by any possibility be influenced 
byhthe mind-cures'a ideas,— for our Imme^i&te pur­
pose, the important point is that so large a number 
eould exist vdio can be so Influenced. Theyeform a 
psychic type to be studied with respect."
Those who arc openly progressive toward this field 
of interest are as yet in the menority. Hevertheless 
it is a respectable mdnority. This minority makes
21
its approach or emphasis under the designation of
"PSYCHOTHEKAPEUTICS”
See " A Symposium" hy Morten Prlnoe, H.D, and 
others*
"Social Service and The Art of Healing" 
by Eiohard C. Cabot, M.P*, Rartard Medical School.
"The Mental Factor in Kedicine" by Alfred T. 
Schofield, M.P.
"The Physician" by 3. ^7elr Mitchell, M*D. 
(or) "PSYCaOTHEEAPY"
See See "A Compendium" by James J* Yalah,
Medical Director of Fordham University School of 
Sociology, Professor of Physiological Psychology at 
Cathedral College*
"Psychotherapy" by Hugo Muensterberg, M.D* 
The field of psychotherapy as designated by this 
group is clearly a limited and defined field* It is 
here that for the main part, ne meet an important 
distinction v-ith reference to the type? of aipease. 
The whole field o’ disease ir divided Into twooparts- 
aoGording to the cause of the same: that ir-- into 
organic disease and functional disease.
Dr. Schofield, asks the question, hof-ever,











funotlonal or an organic disease? Xs dropsy* is 
erythema, is ecsema, is paralysis? Some hyperscient- 
ist may object that some of these are sysqptoms and 
not diseases. But uhat is a symptom, and what is 
not a symptom? Hay, more, what is a disease? And 
until we oan answer this last profound question, 
how do we Icnow whether it is functional or organic p, 159, 
or both?"
Dr. Schofield then defines each type. "Our ovm 
broad definition of the two would be that functional 
disease is that which is of psychic orl^-in: organic, 
that which is physical. At the bottom all diseases 
involve some organic change somewhere".
Dr. Coriat defines Psychotherapy as the "treat- "BEL.
and
ment of certain functional disorders by means of MEDICIDE"
p.260
suggestion."
Dr. Prince states that since "fanotional disease 
is a process of perverted functioning, psychotherapy 
simply malces use of the normal mechanism of the 
mind and body, of the physiological machinery to 
bring about a restitution of the disordered functions 
and restore the individual to health,"
While psychotherapy is a valuable adjunct in 
every branch of medioine, its particular sphere is
23.
is limited by this group to the field of nervous dis- 
orders, a field that claims the attention of the ord­
inary physician of from t7-/o- rifths to one-half of 
his oases*
These distinctions and limitations seem in eaoh 
instance to be commended by their rational premises. 
It is in full recognition of these distinctions that 
the -.mmanuel Movement of Boston which was projected 
under the direction of liev. hX^ood ..orcesfer, Rdv. 
Samuel l^cO omb, I)r« Isodor H* Corlat has had such a 
wide-spread influence in the United .itated for the 
last decade* Proof o^ihls movement may be recog­
nized in the large bibliography which has appeared 
on this theme since the appearance in 1908 of the 
Smnanuel text booir, "Religion & Medicine*"
Objectors to such llmltAtions and distinctions 
astis malces have asked, "If you believe in God’s 
power to cure disease, how dare you place any limit 
to that power? Ue are content to reply, "'i7e believe 
God has power to cure all di??ease, but we do not 
believe Cod Cures all disease by the same means. At 
all events an authentlo Instance of recovery from 








Paychotlierapy, then, may he considered the treatj# 
ment of diseases which are essentially mental, moral,
Def.
or spiritual in their oririn, and which therefore, 
may, in part at least, bo most effectually treated 
by mental, moral, spiritual agencies*
We may now consider some of the conspicuous 
principles that ate emphasized by this group. To consider 
consider the field exhaustively would neither be 
possible nor needful In such e paper as this.
It Is our purpose In the general survey of 
these fields to ^^Iscover, if we may, oertein prln- principles 
ciples whioi- are common to each and are differentiat­
ed only,9.( 1. ) by the names which describe them, 
or 02) the intensity with they are applied, or 
(3) the degree of intention involved in their use.
We may observe that one principle which is identical 
Is acknowledged theoretically by one group , used 
deliberately and scientifically by another group, 
and practised unconsciously hy the third group.
A student in this general field has hardly
crossed its boundary before he fc&si^roduoed Ifche Suggestion
/\
idea of "Suggestion" and its correlated principles.
This principle of Suggestion is s^rinclple
unlyerselly operative in life, althon?^h Its opera­
tions are not by any means nnlversally reooftnlred 
nor Its effoots adequately appraised.
Dr, rlnoe states the principle briefly, "In ’ 
-41^ pereOiiB to a certain extent anl in some persons 
to a larpe extent snp-rested Id eas tend to wor'< 
then^aelvea out to fulfillment." Hence, it is true 
that ideas that are desirable, work in the mind 
to desirable ends, atid similarly, ideas that may 
be undesirable work toward undesirable ends,
"likewise, ideas eri0aating In the mind 
of the person himself may induce the same phenomena 
{auto-suggestion)."
"In oertelh-diseased states (bysteria) and in 
certain artificial states (hypnnsls) the tendency 
reaches a maximum,"
The general idea, therefore, Is that of the 
suggestibility W human mind, This is a prin­
ciple belonging theoretically to the field of psy- 
obalo-y, used scientifically and purposefully by the 
medioel professloii, and we hope to point out that 
no group operates with this principle more actually 
than does that group that deals with mental and 
moral, a.;d spiritual values in the form of ideas.
Auto­
suggestion
V7e have siagi;^osted that this principle, though
not always recof^nized, is tmlversally operative in 
life# Ideas come from other minds, circiiastaoces 
of lij^e, and from our own minds. So Dr. '.’oroester' 
oomments#
All human beings are influenced by their 
affections and their relations with others, but some 
much more than others, fhere are positive dominating 
personalities whose mission In life seems to be to 
influence others. There 1® nothlnr morbid or un­
canny in suggestion. On the contrary, it is some­
thin' which consciously or unoonsoiou^sly we practise 
every day of our lives. A little girl falls down 
and hurts herself, bother kisses the spot and 'iDakes 
It well.' ue are kept awa-^e by unpleasant thou^ta 
and we tvrn away from them by suggesting to ourselves 
thought that are more agreeable and we go to sleep#
A few words of commendation and praise brighten the 
whole day# In its therapeutic aspects suggestion 
la like all science, A particular application of 
common knowledge. I tell a yox;nr r'lrl that she is 
blushlnr and the chonces are that she will blush 
immediately. I place a man in a comfortable reclining
27
ohalr, cut off the streati: of exterrual Tensatlons-' by 
aarkenln^ the room an^ inpurlnp- ouiet, an' T earnestly 
tell him tha'. In a few moments he will be asleep, etc. 
etc., and the desired effect follows.
The student, thus, havin--' become acquainted ".’ith 
this prliiciplB of sugfTeation, finds that the phyaiol- 
0;^ical or medical ^roup are applylnp: this ’tnowledf’e 
tli scie.ifcliio discrimination* Therefore, to this 
group should certainly bo granted the right of pre­
eminence in the deliberated and purposeful principle. 
This is so because of their intimate knowledge of the 
physical organism and its functions, as well as their 
p^bllity in the field of analysis and diagnniis.
The princinle/sugmestion, as viewed by the phys-
' 1
lological-psycholoaical group gains its full signif­
icance, however, by their rccoc-iiitior) of the presence 
of the so-oolled s^hoc;on?clous mind. In ohner wordd,'- 
the recop-oitlon of powers i ; man be/ond those usually 
employed lu his normal oonoolousness. To thta obscure 
domain a variety of name- has been given,— the un­
conscious mind,-- the suboonsoiouo.mind,— the sub­
liminal self,— the subjective self, etc.
*(Hugo muensterberg declares, however, that the 
story of the "bubconselouL; Lind” can be told in three 






A third principle of psychology recognised by 
this group is the principle of the comples. Dr* 
Morton Prince describes it as follows.
"It is a law that associated Ideas, feelings, 
emotions, sensations, movements, visceral functions 
Of whatever kind, tend, after constant repetition or 
when aooompanied by strong emotion feeling tones, 
and under other conditions, to beoome linked together 
into a system or group In such fashion that the stim­
ulation of one element in the group atinnlates the 
activity of the rest of the group. Such a group Is 
conveniently called a complex. Such a e-roup may 
subserve the well beinp- of the organism and adapt 
the Individual to his environ'iierit, or It may, not 
subserve the well-being, and misadapt him to his en­
vironment. In the former case, the oomples is oalled 
normal. In the latter abnormal,”
Other psychological principles that are reoog-» ■ 
nized by this group are:
ConsGrvation; She principle whereby anything 
that v;e have thought, seen, heard or felt,- tends to 
be conserved in ouch a way that it con be reproduced 
in the form approaching that of the original exper­





called. Conservation* It is evident on the fore- 
poin? principle of the complex, that large nncon- 
scions complexes may he resident, conserved, and 
ready for reproduction upon stlnulation.
Bisgociation; The principle of dissociation 
to which is to be ascribed temporary and some per­
manent forme of forgetfulness, the limitation of 
the field of consciousness in sbsent-mlndedneps, 
moods,anger, and other strong emotional stated and 
sleep. Among the arSifiolal and pathological con­
ditions characterizing largely or chiefly the 
disaooiations ere hypnotic and hypnoidal states; 
suggested and hysterical amnesia, paralyses, etc.
The iB^ortanc© of this principle for psycho­
therapeutics consists in the fact, demonstrated by 
I
experimant, that both dissociation and its oorellary- 
synthesAs- can be Induced by the method of suggestion 
. Automatism! The principle of habit foraatlon 
th^t Is ooffiplexag which are capable of more or less 
autonomous action, thereby inducing economy of 










Kmotlonal ?:nerhy; The principle which recop'- 
nlees that intense emotions and feelings arc acc­
ompanied hy an increase of the vital functions while 
on the contrary, certain depressive emotions and 
feelinrs are accompanied by a decrease of the vital 
functions. lixsltinr: emotions have an intense 
synthesizing effect while depressing emotions have 
a disintegrating effect*
Having thus enumhrated some of the conspicuous 
principles which are recognized by the physiolof?-ioal- 
psychologlcal group, we may, also mention some of the 
methods used.
\nalysl-3 or diagnosis assuredly precedes any 
method of treatment, i-e, not only physical diagnosis 
but psycho-analysis as well.
tUmple tixplanatlon or I-.e-Ediicatloni The method 
of simple explanation or re-education as the latter 
term suggests Is based on the principle of the 
complex and assumes the validity of purposeful 
suggestion.
Hypnotic Su^-gestion: The method of suggestion 
given in a state of b,/pnosis. It Is a fact of ex­




creased in the condition kno-ffin as hypnosis."
(Frederick E* Gerrish, U.D*, ILE., Bowdoin Med. J
School. )
Hence, beoouse, "as one’s years increase the sus­
ceptibility to suf-^estlon gradually d imlnlshes, this 
method finds Its place. In full maturity we have 
become so -cautious that we Involuntarily distrust 
the eugeestlons that come to us and an inoreduloua, 
perhaps even a oynloal, element has crept into our 
natures.'*
Keet -Treatment for Fatlprue .states; A third 
method that may be described under the division of 
scientific therapeatloa is the Rest Treatment ofr 
Fatigue States. The general result of success here 
is due midoubtedly to the suggestive influence 
rather than to any physical change that takes place. 
That the type of fatigue brought about by prolonged 
over'7?ork or strain req.uires rest, relaxation and 
ohange of surroundings, combined with advice best 
adapted to couneraot the morbid mental sttte which 
may be present is apparent.
The larger class of patients so often descended 
from neurotic parents and presentine' a history of 
attacks of previous nerVous breakdowns, attempting
Ettompttnr again and again to tal^e up the duties of 
life, hut never seeming ehle to get sufficient 
reserve to carry on the struggle for any prolonged 
period of time, represent the psychological element 
of fatigue in its fulleat development, fhe oonvlo- 
tlon that exhaustion will follow any amount of effort 
physical or mental. Is already a guarantee that it 
will result. On helng told to do certain things 
a patient remarked, "Very well. I'll do It, but I 
know what will .appen, and you must take the conse­
quences ♦" Of course if she had followed orders In 
ouch a spirit the result must have Veen as she deter­
mined*
Frequently these patients have Indulged In rest 
for months, or even years, without beneficial results. 
Physically sound, but unable to assume duties and 
reeronelbilltles of life, they form a frroup too often 
misunderstood, and classed as uninteresting by the
physician, yet woefully In nedd of proper direction.
(G. A, ./aterman, M. D, Chap. IV Psyohotherapeutios)
VariouG systems for the management of this type 
of oases have been advanced by different men. The 
earliest complete method was that recommended by Pr.
S. Weir Mitchell, and has since been referred to as
33.
rest; cure* In 1875 he pahlished his first paper 
treating of this sabject under the title of ”Rest 
and the Treatioent of Nervous Diseases.^ ^he essenoe 
of his laethod oonalsts in utilizing eeolnslon, rest 
massage* electricity and feeding.
As stated above, the Influences of euggeetlon In 
these details are not to be overlooked*
THK GBOTJ?.
"CanBt thou not minister to a mind diseased?’’
Shakespeare.
Having thus surveyed the conspicuous prinolplos 
and methods of this physiological group, we hope 
presently to bo able to point out parallelisms of 
emphesis in the other groups, and to indicate that * 
such oorreseondenoea in prlnolple and therapeutic 
effect are to be noted ink the conspicuous princi­
ples, methods and commonplaces of the Christian 
faith as espoused by the so-oalled orthodox churches, 
This is our thesis.
proceed to survey the field of interest that 
wo have deserlbed as the Mental Group? By so design­
ating this group, ire are not ascribing to such, any 
y prerogatives in the realm of mentality, but s diff­
erentiation is necessary here due to the fact that 
there Is discoverable In this group the tendency, 
at least to discount the premises of the physiologi­
cal group and to postulate;- either laws unto them­
selves or to assume an immunity from rational con­
siderations. Professor James has described this
35*
groTip with such insipht as to commend his words to ns
"Uo my mind a ouirent far more Important and 
Interesting- religiously than that ^hioh sets in
science toward healthy mindedness, la 
that which has recently poured over America and 
'seems to he ^-atherinr force every day, and to which, 
for the sake of a brief designation, I will give 
the title of the "Mind-cure Movement," There are 
various sects of this *liev/ Thought* to use another 
of the names by which it calls itself; hut their 
agreements are so profound that their differeaeeB 
may be neglected for my present purpose, and I will 
treat the movement, without apology, as if it were a 
singile thing* one of the doctrinal sourc­
es of Mind-cure is the Ji'our Gospelaj another is 
Emersonianism or Hew England Transcendentalism; 
another Is Berkeleyan idealism ; another is spirit­
ism, with its messasres of ’law* A and ’progress* 
and 'development*; another is the oplimistio popular 
science evolutionism; and finally, Binduiam has con­
tributed B strain*
The leaders In this faith haV© had an intuitive 
belief In the all saving power of healthy-minded 









courage, hope, and trust, and a correlative contempt 
for douht, fear, worry, and all vervously precaution­
ary states of mind•
Ij^^lreot Influence oi this has been great«
The mind-cure principles are beginning so to pervade • 
the air that one catches their spirit at second-hand. 
One hears of the •Gospel of Helasatlon*, of the 
'Don’t VTorry rovement*, of people who repeat to them­
selves, 'Youth, health, vigorJ • when dressing in the 
momino*, as their motto for the day, —- The gen­
eral tonic effects on public opinion would be good 
even If the more strii^rlnfr results were non-ewlatent. 
But the latter abound so that we can afford to over­
look the imn^’mbei'Gble failures and self deceptions 
that are mixed In \Yith them (for In everything human, 
failure Is a matter of oourse), and v/e can also over- 
loolc the verbiage of & good deal of the mlnd-oure 
literature, some of which is so moonstruck with op­
timism, and so vaguely expressed that an academically 
trained intellect finds It almost Impossible to read 
It at all."
Dr, H. H, Goddard of Clark University in hla 
thesis on "The Effects of Mind on Body as Evidenced
37.
1)7 ?aith Cures” (An»rlcoii Journal of Psyoholofry,
1899) after a wide study of the facta* concludes.
(1) Mind cures are In no respect different from 
those now officially recornired in medicine 
as cures by sugrestion.
(2) nevertheless, people of culture and education 
have been treated with satlsfcctory results by 
this group •- where the best physicians of the 
country have diagnosed and treated without succ­
ess,
(3) That In this group are to be placed the schools 
of Bivine Healing and Chrlstiim Science, and
, Mental Healing.
(d) That the proper reform la mental attitude would 
relieve many a sufferer of ills that the or­
dinary physician does not touch.
The foregoing estimates will be accepted as 
estimates that are thoroughtly representative and as 
such are fair in their judgments. Professor James, 
however, ma^es two further conclusions which it will 
be to our adventage to note. He states.
(1) The fundamental pillar in which it (mdnd-cure) 












of all religious experience, the fact that man 
® nature, and is connected with two
spheresdf thought, a shallower and a profounder 
sphere, in either of whsich he mo-y learn to live 
more habitually,
(2) Althourdi the disciples of mind-cure often use
Christian terminology, one sees from quotations
how widely their ideas diverge from those of
ordinary Christians. Their notion of man*s
* )
hip-her nature is hardly less divergent, ^elng 
decidedly pantheiotlo. The spiritual in man 
appears in the mind-cure, philosophy as partly 
conscioua, but chiefly auhoonscious; and through 
the subconscious part of It ive are already one 
with the Oivine without any mirooly o grace, 
or abru]^t creation of a new inner man. As this 
view is varioiisly expressed we find traces of 
Crlstlan mysticism, of transcendental idealism, 
of vedautism, and of the modern psychology of the 
subliminal aclf,^
Thses two observations suffice to uhow how mind- 
cure and physiolo-ical-psyohology operate on the
same principles, and also how mind-cure and Christian
philosophy are diyergent*
The unique contributions of this group as we 
have observed the field seems to take the foMrowlng 
channels.
(1) Jhelr Successes act as a corrective for physio­
logical dogmatism.
(S) Their ExtravugenoeB act as a stimulait for leth­
argic orthodoxy in the religious field, .
(3) Their By products or general Influences act as a 
wholesome tonlo for the soolal body in* the realm 
of preventive medicine, in eo far as their 
teaohlgfs concern therapeutics.
The oranlprosence of their philosophical end 
metaphysical vagaries is quickly sensed by those who 
review the field with discriminating minds.
In confirmation of the statement of Professor 
James that much of the mind-cure literature Is so 
"moonstruck with optimism and so vaguely expressed 
that an academically trained intellect finds diffi­
culty to read It at all?, we present an excerpt taken 
at ran.’Offl from from one of the several "Hew Thought" 
ttouthlles listed in the bibliography.






reliance upon contact between the totality of the 
Self and the esternal world, lies the normal nian*8 
beet chance of attaining, as It were, a swift and 
sidelong knowledge of this reality, for we are not 
pure intellects but around our oonoeptual and logical 
thouglA there remains a nebulous Somewhat, the 
ten substanoe at ^ose expence the luminous nucleus 
we call the Intellect Is formed."
7/lth reference to the terapeutlo value of such 
reading matter It must be said to exist, if it 
exists at all, in tho faot that It undoubtedly, 
diverts the attention, quite sa successfully from 
other mental ocoupstlons. A certain type of aiverslon 
It may at least be admitted to be, and to have effects 
for a certain type of mind.
The "prs;.otioal fruits" from this field of the 
therapeutlo order; the degree of wholesome effect 
which this literature is having, may be accredited 
without heslt^-^ncey to the mental attitudes that are 
fostered, none of which are of such occult nature as 
to be the exclusive privilege of a peculiar group, 
psychologically speaking; nor of s-icb heterodox 
stamp as to be shunned by normal orthodoxy.
1
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AArejume of such therapeutic precept taken from 
R survey Of representative writers will sufT ©st the 
truth of such a state/.-ert# The foil. >winjf titles will 
illustrate their rerieral tV.emes.








"The rower of Silence"
u. "A Dresser.




"In the hunllrAt of health"
Charles hrodie hatterson.
"In Tune ’"ith The In.:’inite"
Pvalph falclo Trine.
"Thte ■"ill to he Tell"
C'p.rlcs ro5ie Patterson.
"The ^ey to !'e'?lth, '."e^ lth and ^ ove"
Ju'^ie 'eton.
Pron. the above writer':- wex have celled the fil- 
lov;inp phrasec a;.id prcceeto to illustrate the Jrype oi 
thoufrht that is fostered.
Phrases:-
Bepose, ^Silence, The Silence 
.ov.’er through. repose 
Influence of joy
The art of self control 
The will to be well 
Perfect passivity
natural sleep a perfect passive con-
aition
Meditation Is the path to power 
Stillness- physical stillness 
r.i{3ror--suooeeded by passiveness 
Joy always joy
Hope, a vibration of the subconscious 
God in us 
Poise, truth
Peace within and without 
Unity with the universal will 
Precepts:-
t
-"Absolute Good is the one supreme reality 
omnipresent - omnipotent - omnieoient,"
"In the Infinite love of God, I res t in 
perfect peace."
r-
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”Goa Is my all-sufrioienoy in all 
things'^
'^T have no doubt.”
”"7 have no fear."
”I am one vlth the eteraal Law of Good,"
”A11 good thiaps are mine now."
”I am that Divine elf-polaed always 
in Truth of Seing -- oalm, serene, and strong."
"In me, the delf, are all treasures 
of wisdom, life, power."
"The power of my cmanolpated .ill."
"I am rejoicing here and now in free* 
dom and Joy of God."
"Health, pe^oo, joy, freedom."
"God in US."
How, it will not be a difficult matter to Invlest 
several of the foregoing precepts with a pantheistic 
interpretation, if one shonld 'ssii^r'ao to do,— 
preempts such as, "Absolute Good," "eternal law of 
Good", "Truth of Being". Yiewinp these from the 
philosophical or theolorical vlev/point, the desorip- 
tlorf of iir. Pondio> mi^ht be appropriate.
"The praotioal issue. In many minds, is to strip 
God of the last shred of personality. He has become
refined Vapor t: inly dlfftised throup-h apace, Folk 
aay they love to fteditate on him, and v/ell they may. 
For such a ^od asks nothing of anybody except 
meditation, — From this fallacy sprinr; snch fam­
iliar confessions of faith os. "Ood is not a person; 
He la spirit.”
’”6 are not examining these precepts however, 
to point out their heterodoxy, but rather, oy way of 
comparison to Illustrate hww the exporients of ortho­
doxy. If they are at all Impress'-^d with the wisdom of 
the emphasis, m.'.y utllirie simo..-pure orthodox postu­
lates and Scriptural precepts - with superior ther­
apeutic eCfeot, ^e are truly in a quandary to tui- 
derstand where the disciples of these cults were 
nurtured, that they should be satisfied so generally 
with precepts, the domlnent G}iaraeteristio of which, 
as hsa already been suggested, is vagtienees, fhe 
enthusiasm with which the precepts arc received, even 
in such devitalized form, as if they constituted a 
pasturage, green — in comparison to previous barren 
fields, is certainly a reflection, either upon the 
own initiative or upon the r.rovlslon offered by those 






dead, cleanse the lepers, and cast out demons,"
’hereupon, we ere re-introduced to the contention 'IT t 
of the thesis which la, that the c.Tntent and implic­
ations of the ‘ristien T'aith as espoused hy so-ealled 
orthodo:cy have all the terapeufcic validity that any 
new fledped cult or movecient may have, and that such 
may he exercised *ith all due regard for aoientlflo 
prooeaoei and without any dlsparageiaent to Ita own 
content, whenever, its exponents sec Tit so to do,
Aa a matter of fact, the therapeutic values contri­
buted unwittingly from the source of "orthodoxy'*, in 
the various ola33irioatlon3 of l^reventlve. Curative, 
and Coustruotive lledioine, while not measurable, will




**1 am oomc that ye inirht have 7 ife, an’ that y© /
/
mifht have it more abundantly.”
Jesus. /
f
ma? an Knorate oovcral of the ^riaoinles and aothods, 
ootaoaon to osoh. In order to dlaoovor, if poasib’e, 
parallel prlaolpleo oporatir© In the field of "orthy 
odo:cy."
DoeB the ho\7 o ' orthodo::y operate with any 
principle which v?o have described as SugG-estion, a 
terra w&lch forms oo lorpe a foundation for the worlc 
of the physlciaii? A moment’s reflection will Indi­
cate that there Ic hardly a principle that Is used 
more generally than that of i3uggostlon? In the ease 
of the physician, he frequently finds his patients 
opposed to some degree, or at least gwarded and 
reluctant to open sugo'estion of the right ideas, were 
suoh a plan to be announoed hofore-hand. Consequently 
the nhyslcian is required to create an attitude of 
suerpestibllity hy a careful and studied art, and then
47.
and then to irapltiiit ne?/ aiKi corrective Ideas with 
guarded disoretion. The minister, on the other hand, 
before him, in every oongregation. a group of people 
who by their oxm volition have entered into a state 
of sugr-estlbility; that is to eey, with respect to 
ideas in general* The form of preeentation or, lii- 
doed, the nature of the ideas, given forth l7t the 
utterances of the minister may omme hla hearers to 
react and to recoil fron) them* But the oririnal state 
of volitional suggestibility must be admitted. There­
in consists tho mlxUster'e opportunity for right 
leas end as well his respoasioiiity for v/rong Ideas. 
The gist of this c::mparl3on is, therefore, that the 
average conf-rQfv ation is a, coir-r-oristittitcd augree-* 
tible group, and that the miniator to such a group 
is always a responsiole agent to that degree.
It ic to be imphaslzed also, that the oonpre- 
gating of suah a rroup may iieiyhton the atmosphere 
0^ suggestibility. The psychology of the con- 
/gjiregatlon would prove such a statement. Herein, 
^bnslsts an opportunity for many churches, which the 
ojther group, the Llentslist group arc constantly








phere of the house or room of worship has everything 
to do with the degree of sug eatibillty* If there 
Is one word» that is, cugge^ tii'n, which looms, larger 
than any other la the field of phy8iolop:it;al ther­
apeutics, the word .vhloh holds the pro-aralnenoo with 
the Uontalist group is that of Hela;:atlon, with its
The
synonomous toriiis, passivity, silence, ropose aodita- Sabhath
.. * 2.ndtlon, etc. e may ca.ididly inquire vrhether or not. Relaxation
the idea and principle of the :<ne day’s rest In 
sevSn, or the Sabbath with all that such e day pro­
perly observed may mean, may not be commended with 
ccn:;lsteney, to the ’^specinlly conaitioned groups", 
as one author has described them, to whom the newly 
devi!?ed methods for rela''atl.>n hji’ve such -nn original 
appeal•
fe have no hesitanoy in asserting that orthodoxy 
has contributed throurh its noroml Sabbath, durinf?’ the 
years, the excesses of ^orltanism and its reaotions, 
duly considered, an opporunity-for relaxation, with 
all its attendant therapeutic benefits, that all, 
the lately diviaed aubatitutee for the same must be marked 
as delinquent In their elsims for ori.-inality*
3ut herein lies the minister’s opportunity 
and the church's opportunity in the creating of euch
8ja a^noaphere in ;the ohuroh services that the 
principles of suggeBtiblllty sna relaxation may he 
operative to any a agree desired*
reference to the methods fo?: Induclnp a 
relaxed or reposeful state of mind and body upon 
any oocasion, the precepts In tome by Montalists, 
certainly cannot lay claim to any prenter degree of
therapeutic merit than the precepts taVcn from the 
Holy Scriptures, which abound In the Old and hew 
Testaments* clearly the property of orthodoxy and 
instinct with therapeutic suggestion.
A few such precepts may be enumerated, ta:ren 
from "S’cith and Health’', page 122.
1. To banish fear.
"Perfect love casteth out fear."
2. To bestow eonficenco.
"I;e still and know that He is 
God."
"In auietness and confidence shell 
be my strength."
3. To Increase faith.
"Thy faith has msdo thee whole."
4. To proniote healing.
"The prayer of faith shell heal 
tho sick."
"Ee forgiveth sll my xlnl-mitles; 
Ee healeth all my diseases."
6. To gain peace.
"Thou wilt keep i.lm in norfeot 
peace whose mind is stayed on 
Thee."
6. To in^uee sleep.
"Oo^;© unto ne nil 're that labor 
’ud are nesT;/ I*':den, nnd I will 
f?ive you rest."
A.3 we have ts'.cen two of the most prominent 
principles* Jug-rrestlon and :^.ela2:atlon, charaoteristlo 
of two respeotivo groups* so we ml^ht point out the 
parallel values In each of the follov;lng. With 
respect to oontplex formtions,' or the nucleus of 
ideas* what ideas could have more potent therapeutic 
effect, nay rather v/hat ideas have had more thera­
peutic effect* than the commonplaoea of every Christ­
ian congregation? That is* ideas under the general 
classifications of 2’alth, Hope, love* Confidence, 
Sincerity, Affection, ii^riendship. Cheer, as sub­
stitutes for r:xce^:ivc worry, fimillty, Ssrupulosity, 
j*ear neuroses, Remorse, eic.
Again, when the revlvAl^st is stirring the 
oon.toienoe to roo* .■■or''0 and maicin^’ It possible for 
the memory to.be relieved or bidden remorse, what 
principle i; he operating on other than that of 
Conservation, as reoognized by the physiologist*
True it la, that if the revivalist I003 not mixke it 
possible for the memory to bo relieved, he taereby 
helps to create a problem for the theropeutist.
Again, when the endeavor la to gain a unified 
purpose or allegiance as to the personality of Christ, 






Bdivlded self, or the principle of dissociation.
Firially, the phy£3lcl£i.xi describes certain des- 
irable states of mind as baturatcd with emotional 
enerp’y, while the preacher Eimply prooeeda to start 
the fottataiae of layalty, friendship, desire for 
social intereonree of humaii and divine nature, and 
hardly realifes how largely emotional these stataa 
are. As Frofes.^or Jamee writes, "fher Ip a etato of 
mind known to religious men, but to no otherfi, in 
which tho Kill to assert ourselves, and hold our 
own has been displaced by a willlngnesa to close 
our mouths and be as nothinp. in tho flo6l8 and water­
spouts of God* In this state of mind, what we most 
dreaded has become the habitation of oar safety, and 
the hour of our moral death has turned into our 
spiritual birthday, fhe time for tension in our 
soul is over, and that of happy relaxation, of calm 
deep breathing, of an eternal present, with no dis­
cordant future to be anxious about has arrived, J'ear 
is not held in abeyance as it 13 by mere morality.
It is positively e;:punged and -eTashed oway,"
Certainly frofessor Jaraer. is Describing an ex­
perience which may justly be ohuraoterired as emotional
and which erery minister of ortho^^oxy reoo)^i?.e8 as 
a fitting desorictlon of adult conversion*
From the surveys and oompariyons which we have 
made, it v;ill he somewhat apparent that the prin­
ciples and methods used hy the three groups are 
largely identical, hein,*?^ applded with varying degreed
of intensity and accuracy, according to more ade-
•
quate and scientific 'oiowledge with respect to 
different parts of the whole man, and r/ith oonoe- 
quent suooeee according to the degree of knowledge 
applied. There hes also heen sufficient,recognition 
of that margin of posslbilltlee which lie beyond 
the Vnov'ledge or men, rocogiiizinr i^lso that the 
"remedies oft within ouraelvee do lie, \?hich we ae- 
oribe to Heaven.”
TThen, therefore, the '^fcV.tstlan minister has 
^uly re.ognl?ed the legltl.i.Eoy of thb^fleld of 
physllol ^y, he may ‘?.ith all the warrants of history, 
doctrine nni program, proceed to demonstrate hie 
commission to bring a more abundaxit life to mankind. 
In conclusion, therefore, we wish to ooint out that 
the Christian minister Is dealing with powers that 
have the unsurpassed therapeutic value.
63.
It is a coiononplaoo to indicate that, histor* 
ioally, the Christlsn faith as e religion has been 
largely asaoolatefl with therapeutic history. The
Cocclasions
records of the relirioun which preceded it, and in 
which it has Its roots, namely Judaism, loom large 
with therapeutic Impllcatiorjg, auoh as precepts, 
proTerbs, an'l idealism. liore oo^icretely, the mir­
acles or hecllnr o pstrlarcl;, priest ana r^ropbet 
In the Old Testament are not to be overlooked.
The healinr miracles or ''hrlet form a co^spio- 
ttoua part of hlo oan ministry ana. ills oooimlsslon to 
hie first disciples certainly records the warrant to 
"heal the sick, raloe the dead, cleanse the lepers, 
and to oast out demons."
The early apostles apparentyl remembered this 
cocanii-Blon. Down through the denturles there always 
been at least a few v;ho have given piece for the 
margin o ’ faith, the miraculous, and the supernatural 
so-oailed in the n^atter of healin'' of mine un^ body.
This faith has frecuentl degenerated into an ig­
norant superstition in some relic, shrine, or some 
magnetic perso ?aity. Thus, the toxich o: the "hand 
of Teter," a sl’ht of the shrines of lou^des, 3t.
Aime de Beauprfe, etc., have had their record In history.
So also, on a n:uoh hi0hcr plane the work of such
loaders as D1*b, Bowie, Cullis, A* >3, Btmpson, and /
Hr. James L'oore i'.iclrson has piven evidence, of an /
Interest In this field, witrln the church or to it, '
All of whioh history shows the tendency to re'^ard the 
early ooiaalssion more or less literall/. and all of 
^ioh demo-iOtratca to a l.hr^e degree the validity of 
the agency of faith '.:jx the thorapentio field *
The doctrinal implications are also valid, as 
may be indicated by a few augfrestlons. There is the ImpUo^Ln 
ideal of the I’nivcrsal Person of Christ*
It i3 neceseary for the individual if he I3 to 
riad above the domination of his ar.'mal nature to 
have an ideal to which he may strive and aspire, fhe' 
ideal can never ultimately be another individual for 
the indiviaual has finite llznltations which would pre** 
vent this. The ideal mast be represented in a Univers* 
al life. Christianity Ihrnishes thie. ideal in the 
personality of desuB Christ, ‘chat emotional energies 
are stlimalated by the contemplation of the Inspiring 
personality of Jesus Christ, ^^.at wealth of Biography,
’oetry, Song and actual aei^levement In life hove result-
•d from Hl8 influenca. Burely snoh a thesis requires
no exteftfled prooi\ '6 contend further that the presenoe
of a fiefliiitc concrete perponrlity, :uch as Ghrlet, ^^0
Universal
offers a far yu^crior object for coutew^platlon than Terson. 
may be found In the' abstractions of a ciarivod pan­
theistic nature that have so lar^re a place in the 
Kentel Therapeutic field. Jesus Christ and His teach­
ings form a weelth fo powerful sugreatirn, which, 
gives the individual life, vision* outloolc and hope.
His call is to a life IT^e his. A life like His is 
a life that la free froia tho dominance of harmful 
oompleres. Uis life la an example :Scf th^ possibili­
ties of the subjective lilo when .^ive-n over to the 
influence of the Jnlvoi sal hifo.
The Gontent of the dhriotinn faith, furtl;.er 
in5)llo8 the idea of the Universal Prograra for the 
kingdom of C-od. The interest -arhioh ouch an idea 
involveH, offers a body of thouebt and an opportunity
The
for activity that msy be heartily reoonir;:enaed as an Universal
Program.
antidote for introsnectlon, brood in• , morbic'iipos, 
reclusive eiutes of mir.n^ 'rfhlch form :nioh a large 
perce*itage of the cases subject to aug e;tiO;; for 
therapeutic effect.
If the nslnd is centered upon the interests of e great
cause, it is arami away from introspootiou*-
\
It 11; in. this resreet that Chrlstiar Seieno© diverges 
froffi the body of Christianity, since by Its negation' 
of evil, sin, end trouble, the ^iBcentive for cervioe 
for a 5.evel0|:iiig hingaoiii ol God ic, autoruatically 
rcuioved# Co also, with respect to the methodc of 
this cult and of others, a grave ca-lticlsm is to be 
Made that it only aubatltutes one form of introspec­
tion for another, so that, although the therapeutlo 
effects on the inUvi'iual are seenrea, yet the dynam- 
lo Of another foraonolity v.orking for the social 
idea of the kingloni of Ood Is aliiioat universally lost, 
hs an antidote, for the pervasive appeal t!.at the
panthoiotio literature of iiany of these cults has,
forpspoclally conditioned subjeotg, orthodox Ciirist- nivine
Imoianence*
ifinity has to offer the valuable idea of the Imman- “
once of God, ,ot that the 3 nbeam, or the rippling
brook, nor the roc in the field, nor the prijoroso
by the rivor'o brink, nor lay mliid, nor my heart, nor y
any other part of me God, but rather that God as a
personality, is working throiirh all forms of his
orastlon* This idea or doctrine has not been dlearly
enough eiranciated to «uoh sre specially conditioned, 
S’h^eota, and co :;nny of them have been lost to the 
vagaries of a pa^theJetic phlloeoahy.
lastly, ae a matter of doctrine, there njl^Tht 
be mentionea t‘' e idea in of the doctrine of Immort- 
allty, an idea, tdiic.a v;hen all lue emphasis has bean 
given to the "now", of course cannot be surrendered 
nor in an/syuy qualified^ OrthoJdx Christianity 
may evsfaken to the i:s,-*ortai:ioe of the "now" without 
relinquishing its emphasle on the "them” and this 
it can do, ii'or after life has been raised to its 
highest here, orthodo:: Christianity can still hold 
out legitimately and ,.lth the f^ar-ie enrtobliiig effect 
Characteristic cf the doctrine, the promise that 
"the best is yet to be" and that there is a"la3t" to 
life "for which the first was made."
Thus it is, that out of these doctrines and 
from others, grox? the idaala of the "hrietlan life, 
oharacteriMtic of the "hrieti&n faith, the ideals 
of hope, hirh ^eslre, falfi. ixi a perooi-^al God who 
oarcs; and tae fhxlatian i hoas o: orixlvonesa of the 




The two latter ideae cannot be too strongly
omphaslaea in p:iritinr out the therapeutic values 
of the Christian faith, that of forgivoness, whereby 
the tom, oisunifled, distracted personality la md® 
vhole, unifipd and is brought Into a etete of peace 
with an ell po^^erful personality, Ood, So also, 
thet of service whereby the unified person dity Is 
put In tonch with ivociety i;i euch a way a3 to develop 
himself and society as well to the hi'^hest. The 
therapeutic value3 of interests which en^a;^e the mind 
toward hirh endeavor are unmeasured, .'Purely there ta 
wisdom In the precept riven by the Teacher -vho spoke 
with authority, '*Thou shalt love the lord, thy God, 
with all thy heart# and thy neighbor as thyself.** 
furniuG to the methods used in r.presdinr the
Christian faith, there are several which have narhed 
therapeutic value, if'irst, the use of a body of Ccrip-
Methods
tore, which Is the essence of the experience of a^es 
of life, and in which is to bo found, as already 
Indicated, ^oa unaiirpassed collection of precepts for 
suggestion, auto-stif:-estlon and the formo-tior. of. 
vdidlesome complexes.
The sermon also as PvH institution Hir.y readily
lend itself to this end also, and '.'ithout doabt hae 
had an unmeasured therapeutic value by its auggeatlve 
'lualltlee.
i
Grayer also must be mentioned, not only in the 
eervioe of public Vforsl.ip, but even more ao in pri­
vate, Prayer l3 a moat por^rful poyohotberapeotlo 
arent* Tt me:/ te e the place of auto-aup^estion.
It is the greatest of all agents for iHGOianla, John 
’(^^esley, founder of V.ethodlsj., once-eiiolsimed, ^ I 
earnestly advise every one, together with all hia 
other modioines, to use that medicine of medicines, 
prayer."
Then, the value of t' e social ii^tercourse ought 
not to be overlooV'cd. ''’specially in earlier days end 
even nov:, in sparsely settled sectiDns, tne assombl© 
ing of people together at least once a week has 
proved, as any observing country minister oonld 
testify, to have had the effect of a tonic and a re- 
spiritinf from the soci:! intercourse- There are 
physicians no douut ?.ho «sould reooeniaio' lulckly or 
even recommend the therapeutic values of outdoor 
ezerclee, such as even ,if played on i-^xuidny, for
the tonic of the good fresh sir, as one phyaiclau
wrltea and Jtistly so wa belieTe* that there Is more 
tonic in an hor.r*3 walic in the fresh, cold, clean 
air, than In any fcoalc In the whole pharmecopla, but 
that fieme physician would probably never recommend 
even to epeclnlly oondltionefl subjects, the therapeu­
tic effects of attendance at soin© rejrulsr place of 
worship.
lastly, to the value of methods, the praetlee 
of oongre^cstlonsl sinking, especially of the bright, 
optimistic Gospel hymne, ¥;e believe, an unquestion­
able antidote for introspection and for morbid fears. 
It should not he overlooked that there are many 
hymiiD that have direct alluc ions * that may have suggest 
ive therapeutic effect, as the following, "Hone else 
can heal ta,!! our soul’s diaea-es."
"Thou, 0 Christ, art all I want;
More, thsa all in Thee I find;
Eaisc the fallen, cheer the faint,
Hoal the sioh, anc load the blind."
"Hever n -eartnosa that '-e doth not feel 
never a slc>:nGas that he con::ot hohl
hiomont by momont. In woe or in v/eal, 
desua, roy inviour, abides with me still."
Thus, we maintain that the potency’of the above 
methods in the realra 01 prrventive medicine is un- 
■emaured. "Christianity Ui the ^roatest toaehor of
right thinking" says t. Hatthewe In the "Church 
onl 'Dhe Changln^T Order", "and Its '.Tonderful pov^er to 
prevent dlsea o no doctor who hzB had pracitlce and 
eKperlonce cnourh ^to know donhts. one can realise 
better than e doctor what an large percentage
pf discsoeo result i'roffi Amiaorality, lissipatlon and 
weak will power, from ignoranco and unclean thinking 
and unclean livinr. In short, from Icadinr: lives tlio 
Bible condemns on every page, rerhaps fifty percent 
of the sickness that now prevailed Is due directly ^ 
or Indirectly to these oauses. CanOCnristlanlty 
prevent fifty percent of the sieXness tnat now pre­
vails? 1 believe it can, but it must ^ dlr_e_otQd ^
to that end."
But when disease hiis gone beyon-i the preventive 
stage and needs to bo cured, has the :rr’.ristlan faith 
any principle'? or methods which may be employed 
Judicioucl:;, with all respect to mon’s intelligonee 
and hi- part In his 07,-n redemption as - ell ^-3 to 
that margin of power outside man toi above him? le 
think the forcroiny nages have shown that It has.
And when it lo 'oo dirocted. pur'posely and with
evident Intention, has not h the church, an undis-
coTero<^ opportunity In the realm of oonstraotive
medicine. It has done well to i\irnl3h the haok-
(
ground out of which hjve oome the groat praotioe of 
medioine, f;ith liospitals, sanatarlUTrs, asylums, oto. 
But when as j^r, Cabot suggests, "3!he enormous influ­
ence of spiritual environi:;ent, of friendsf.ip, of 
happiness, of beauty, of suocese, of relirion Is 
grievously, lildicrously under-estimated by^moat 
physicians, nurses, and hospital superintendents," 
is there not yet a great and effectual door still 
swinging open to those who have all the power and 
profession of not beinr v/earv in well doing? fe 
believe it has such an undiscovered opportunity.
Not only n tolerable health, but a trlily efficient 
life, should be the ideal of every Christian.
We beliy^^e this is the ideal of Jesus when He 
said, "I am come that ye might have life, and that 
ye might have it more sbundantly."
